Abstract. In this paper we show how to modify cofibrations in a monoidal model category so that the tensor unit becomes cofibrant while keeping the same weak equivalences. We obtain aplications to enriched categories and coloured operads in stable homotopy theory.
A monoidal model category is a model category M with a monoidal structure, consisting of a tensor product ⊗ : M × M → M , a unit 1 ∈ Ob M , and coherent associativity and unit isomorphisms, such that the following two axioms hold:
• Push-out product axiom: Given cofibrations f : X → Y and g : U → V , their push-out product f ⊙ g :
Moreover, if f or g is a trivial cofibration then so is f ⊙ g.
• Unit axiom: There exists a cofibrant resolution of the tensor unit q :1 ∼ → 1 (i.e. a weak equivalence with cofibrant source) such that, for any cofibrant object X in M , q ⊗ X and X ⊗ q are weak equivalences. This is essentially Hovey's definition [Hov99, §4] with Schwede-Shipley's terminology [SS00] . It induces a monoidal structure on the homotopy category Ho M . In the symmetric case, if we want to equip the category of monoids with a transferred model structure, we can include the monoid axiom [SS00, Definition 3.3].
In recent applications, there seems to be a pressing need for a cofibrant tensor unit 1, e.g. [BM13, Lur14, Cav14] . However, examples with non-cofibrant tensor units, such as S-modules [EKMM97] or symmetric and diagram spectra with the positive stable model structure [Shi04, MMSS01] , are indispensable in brave new algebraic geometry [TV08, §2.4 ]. Lewis-Mandell [LM07] and more recently the author [Mur14b, Mur14c, Mur14a] developed some techniques to deal with noncofibrant tensor units under mild extra assumptions. One of them is the very strong unit axiom, which is the strengthening of the unit axiom where X can be any object. This new axiom holds in all monoidal model categories known to the author since, in all of them, tensoring with a cofibrant object preserves weak equivalences, see Corollary 9 below.
In this paper, we prove that we can equip any suitable monoidal model category with a different model structure with the same weak equivalences where the tensor unit is cofibrant. This new model structure is minimal in a certain sense.
Any monoidal category has an underlying set functor M (1, −) : M → Set. A map in M is said to be surjective if the induced map on underlying sets is surjective. Notice that the tensor unit is cofibrant in M if and only if all trivial fibrations are surjective. Example 2. Let M = Sp Σ be the category of symmetric spectra of simplicial sets equipped with the positive stable model structure [Shi04, Proposition 3.1], where the sphere spectrum 1 = S is not cofibrant. It is proper, symmetric, and satisfies the monoid axiom. The very strong unit axiom is a consequence of Corollary 9, [HSS00, Lemma 5.4.4], and the fact that cofibrations in the positive stable model structure are also cofibrations in the ordinary stable model structure. Theorem 1 applies and trivial fibrations inM are the maps f : X → Y such that f n : X n → Y n is a trivial Kan fibration for any n > 0 and f 0 : X 0 → Y 0 is surjective on vertices.
The model structureM is, strictly, between the ordinary and the positive stable model structures. Indeed,M = M since 1 is cofibrant in the former but not in the latter. We now exhibit a trivial fibration inM which is not an ordinary stable trivial fibration. Let X be a fibrant replacement of the sphere spectrum in the ordinary stable model structure and let X ′ ⊂ X be the subspectrum with X ′ n = X n for n > 0 and X ′ 0 = the discrete simplicial set with the same vertices as X 0 . The Kan complex X 0 is not discrete since its homotopy groups are the stable homotopy groups of the sphere spectrum, therefore X ′ 0 ⊂ X 0 is not a trivial Kan fibration. In particular, X ′ ⊂ X is a trivial fibration inM which is not an ordinary stable trivial fibration.
As far as we know, the model structureM on symmetric spectra is new.
We will actually prove the following result, with weaker but uglier hypotheses. Denote by ∅ the initial object of M .
Theorem 3. Let M be a cofibrantly generated monoidal model category satisfying the very strong unit axiom for a certain cofibrant resolution q :1
be a factorization of (q, id 1 ) :1 ∐ 1 → 1 into a cofibration followed by a weak equivalence in M and let i 1 :1 →1 ∐ 1 be the inclusion of the first factor of the coproduct. Assume that M has sets I and J of generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofibrations, respectively, such that the domains of I are small relative toĨ-cell forĨ = I ∪ {∅ → 1} and1 and the domains of J are small relative toJ-cell forJ = J ∪ {ji 1 :1 → C}. All objects in Top * are small relative to closed inclusions by cardinality reasons, therefore all objects in M are small relative toĨ-cell andJ-cell for any choice of I, J and the factorization of (q, id 1 ), since maps inĨ andJ are ordinary stable cofibrations in M .
A trivial fibration inM is a map f : X → Y such that f n : X n → Y n is a Serre fibration and a weak equivalence of spaces for n > 0 and f 0 : X 0 → Y 0 is surjective. Taking the cofibrant resolution of the sphere spectrum in [MMSS01, Definition 8.4 and Lemma 8.6], q = λ 0 :1 = F 1 S 1 ∼ → F 0 S 0 = 1, we see that an object X is fibrant inM if and only if it is a positive Ω-spectrum such that the structure map X 0 → ΩX 1 induces a surjection on π 0 . This characterization of fibrant objects is also valid in Example 2.
It is possible to check, as in Example 2, thatM is strictly between M and the ordinary stable model structure, e.g. in symmetric or orthogonal spectra, if X is an ordinary stable fibrant replacement of the sphere spectrum and X ′ is defined as X ′ n = X n , n > 0, and X ′ 0 = the set X 0 with the discrete topology, the identity on underlying sets induces a map X ′ → X which is a trivial fibration inM but not an ordinary stable trivial fibration.
We have not previously seen the model structureM in the literature. A push-out of ∅ → 1 is the same as an inclusion of first factor X → X ∐ 1. This map admits a retraction (id X , 0) : X ∐ 1 → X. A push-out of ji 1 is a composite of such an inclusion X → X ∐ 1 and a cofibration in M S , so it is a spacewise closed inclusion.
The smallness condition follows for any choice of I, J and factorization of (q, id 1 ), since all objects in Top * are small relative to closed inclusions.
Taking the cofibrant resolution of the sphere spectrum
, we see that an S-module X is fibrant inM S if and only if any map of spectra S → X is homotopic to a map of S-modules.
Such a modification of the model category of S-modules turning the sphere spectrum into a cofibrant object seems to be new in the literature.
We start with a clarification concerning the unit axiom. ։ 1 be a fixed cofibrant resolution of the tensor unit which is a trivial fibration. It suffices to prove that the monoid axiom is satisfied for some q :1 ∼ → 1 if and only if it is satisfied for q ′ . Since1 is cofibrant and q ′ is a trivial fibration, we can factor q as q = q ′ f for a certain f :1
This map f is a weak equivalence by the 2-out-of-3 axiom. By the push-out product axiom and Ken Brown's lemma [Hov99, Lemma 1.1.12], tensoring with a cofibrant object X preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant objects, so f ⊗ X and X ⊗ f are weak equivalences. The 2-out-of-3 axiom applied to q ⊗ X = (q ′ ⊗ X)(f ⊗ X) and (X ⊗ q) = (X ⊗ q ′ )(X ⊗ f ) proves the claim.
The analogous result for the very strong unit axiom need not hold in general. It does hold, with essentially the same proof, if M is symmetric and satisfies the monoid axiom.
The following characterization of the very strong unit axiom is used in the proof of Theorem 3. It is essentially [Mur14c, Lemmas A.4 and A.5]. We offer here a full proof to clear any doubt about the necessity of the monoid axiom, which is always assumed therein. Part of this proof is due to David White [Whi12] . Proof. Clearly, (4) ⇒ (2) and (5) ⇒ (3). If q ⊗ X is a weak equivalence for any X, (4) follows by applying the the 2-out-of-3 axiom to the following commutative square,1
Tensoring in the reverse order, we see that if X ⊗ q is a weak equivalence for any X then (5) holds. In particular (1) ⇒ (4) + (5).
Assuming (2), and given an object X in M with a cofibrant resolution q ′ :X ∼ → X, q ⊗ X is a weak equivalence by the 2-out-of-3 axiom applied to the following commutative diagram1
Here q ⊗X is a weak equivalence by the unit axiom and1 ⊗ q ′ is a weak equivalence by (2). Tensoring in the reverse order, we check that (3) implies that X ⊗ q is a weak equivalence. This completes the proof.
Corollary 9. If tensoring with a cofibrant object, from the left or from the right, preserves weak equivalences in M then the very strong unit axiom holds in M for any cofibrant resolution of the tensor unit.
The following lemma is needed in order to check the left properness statement.
Lemma 10. With the notation in Theorem 3, a relativeĨ-cell complex X → Y is the same as a composite
is a coproduct of copies of 1 indexed by a set S, the first arrow is the inclusion of the first factor, and the second arrow is a relative I-cell complex This follows from the fact that, in the construction of a relativeĨ-cell complex, we can move all occurrences of ∅ → 1 to the beginning.
We can now tackle the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3.
We use the characterization of cofibrantly generated model categories in [Hov99, Theorem 2.1.19]. We must check thatM satisfies six conditions which are satisfied by M . Condition 1, about weak equivalences, holds sincẽ M has the same weak equivalences as M . Conditions 2 and 3 are part of the assumptions. Let us check that relativeJ-cell complexes are weak equivalences as well asĨ-cofibrations (4). Maps in J are I-cofibrations, i 1 :1 →1∐1 is a push-out of ∅ → 1, which is inĨ, and j :1 ∐ 1 → C is an I-cofibration. Hence all maps inJ, and more generally all relativeJ-cell complexes, areĨ-cofibrations. We must also show that any relativeJ-cell complex f : X → Y is a weak equivalence. By the very strong unit axiom and Lemma 8, it is enough to show that1 ⊗ f is a weak equivalence. Notice that1 ⊗ f is a relative (1 ⊗J)-cell complex. Hence it is enough to prove that maps in1 ⊗J =1 ⊗ J ∪ {1 ⊗ ji 1 } are J-cofibrations, or equivalently weak equivalences and I-cofibrations. The functor1 ⊗ − : M → M preserves I-and J-cofibrations by the push-out product axiom, since1 is cofibrant. Hence1 ⊗ J consists of J-cofibrations. Moreover, for the same reason1 ⊗ j is an I-cofibration. The map1 ⊗ i 1 :1 ⊗1 →1 ⊗1 ∐1 ⊗ 1 is also an I-cofibration since1 ⊗ 1 ∼ =1 is cofibrant in M . Finally, since ji 1 is a weak equivalence,1 ⊗ (ji 1 ) too, by the very strong unit axiom and Lemma 8.
Let us check thatĨ-injective maps areJ-injective weak equivalences (5). AnyĨ-injective map is also I-injective, since I ⊂Ĩ, so it is a J-injective weak equivalence. It remains to show that anyĨ-injective map f : X → Y satisfies the right lifting property with respect to ji 1 , i.e. that we can find a lifting for any solid commutative square as follows1
Let i 2 : 1 →1 ∐ 1 be the inclusion of the second factor. Since f isĨ-injective we can lift hji 2 : 1 → Y along f . Denote a lifting by h ′ : 1 → X. The upper dashed arrow in the previous diagram subdivides it into a commutative triangle (above) and a commutative square (below). This commutative square has a lifting l since j is an I-cofibration f is I-injective. This map l is also a lifting of the solid diagram.
Let us prove thatJ-injective weak equivalences areĨ-injective (6). AnyJinjective weak equivalence f : X → Y is J-injective, and hence I-injective. We must prove that f satisfies the right lifting property with respect to ∅ → 1, i.e. that we can find a lifting for any solid square as follows,
Since1 is cofibrant in M , we can find a dashed arrow h ′ :1 → X subdividing the diagram in two commutative parts. Moreover, since ji 1 ∈J , there exists a map h ′′ : C → X which further subdivides the bottom part of the diagram. Now the composite
is the desired lifting.
In the previous paragraphs we have constructed the model structureM . We now check that it satisfies the push-out product axiom, so it is a monoidal model category with cofibrant tensor unit. More precisely, we must check that the pushout product f ⊙ g is anĨ-cofibration if f, g ∈Ĩ, or aJ-cofibration if f ∈Ĩ and g ∈J or if f ∈J and g ∈Ĩ. Since M is a monoidal model category, we can skip the cases f, g ∈ I, f ∈ I and g ∈ J, and f ∈ J and g ∈ I. If f is ∅ → 1 then f ⊙ g = g and everything is trivial. Similarly if g is ∅ → 1. If f = ji 1 and g : U → V is in I, the push-out product (ji 1 ) ⊙ g is the compositẽ
The map i 1 ⊙g is a coproduct of I-cofibrations since 1⊗g ∼ = g, so i 1 ⊙g (1∐1)⊗U C⊗ U is an I-cofibration. Moreover, j ⊙ g is an I-cofibration by the push-out product axiom in M . Therefore (ji 1 ) ⊙ g is an I-cofibration. We have already seen above that1⊗ (ji 1 ) is a J-cofibration. By the push-out product axiom in M , (1⊗ (ji 1 ))⊙ g =1 ⊗ ((ji 1 ) ⊙ g) is also a J-cofibration, in particular a weak equivalence. Hence (ji 1 ) ⊙ g is a weak equivalence by Lemma 8, so it is a J-cofibration, since we have already seen that it is an I-cofibration. In particular (ji 1 ) ⊙ g is aJ-cofibration. If g = ji 1 and f ∈ I the proof is similar.
The statement about right properness is obvious sinceM has less fibrations than M . Suppose that M is left proper. By Lemma 10, in order to check thatM is also left proper it is enough to prove that, for any weak equivalence f and any set S, f ∐ 1 (S) is a weak equivalence. By Lemma 8 it suffices to prove that1 ⊗ f ∐1
is a weak equivalence, and this follows since1 ⊗ f is a weak equivalence (again by Lemma 8),1 (S) is cofibrant in M , and M is left proper. For the final part of the statement, we must check that any relative (J ⊗ Ob C )-cell complex f is a weak equivalence. By Lemma 8, it suffices to show that1 ⊗ f is a weak equivalence. The map1 ⊗ f is a relative (1 ⊗J ⊗ Ob C )-cell complex. We have seen above that1 ⊗J consists of J-cofibrations. Hence1 ⊗ f is a relative ((J-cofibrations) ⊗ Ob C )-cell complex, so it is a weak equivalence by the monoid axiom in M .
We now characterize cofibrant objects inM . We say that an object in a monoidal model category is cofibrant mod 1 if it is a retract of an object X fitting in a cofibration 1 (S) X. This terminology is justified because cofibrant objects are cofibrant mod 1 (the set S may be empty), and the converse holds if and only if 1 is cofibrant. The 1-cofibrant objects of [Mur14b] are cofibrant mod 1. The following result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 10.
Corollary 11. In the conditions of Theorem 3, an object is cofibrant mod 1 in M if and only if it is cofibrant inM .
Let us consider the functorial properties ofM . A Quillen adjunction between monoidal model categories F : M ⇄ N : G is weak monoidal [SS03, Definition 3.6] if F is colax monoidal, the comultiplication of F ,
is a weak equivalence when X and Y are cofibrant, and for some (and hence any) cofibrant resolution q :1 ∼ → 1 of the tensor unit in M , the composite (12) F (1) Proof. By assumption, the maps in F (I) and F (J) are cofibrations and trivial cofibrations in N , respectively. The map F (∅ → 1) = (∅ → F (1)) is assumed to be a cofibration. Hence F :M → N preserves cofibrations, in particular F (ji 1 ) is a cofibration. Let us check that it is actually a trivial cofibration. The composite
is the weak equivalence (12) since pji 1 = (q, id 1 )i 1 = q :1 → 1. Hence, by the 2-outof-3 axiom, F (ji 1 ) is a weak equivalence if and only if F (p) is a weak equivalence. In M , the inclusion of the second factor i 2 : 1 →1 ∐ 1 is a cofibration since1 is cofibrant, and moreover ji 1 is a trivial cofibration since j is a cofibration, p is a weak equivalence, and pji 2 = (q, id 1 )i 2 = id 1 . Therefore F (ji 2 ) is a trivial cofibration and F (p) is a weak equivalence by the 2-out-of-3 axiom applied to id 1 = F (id 1 ) = F (p)F (ji 2 ). We conclude that F :M → N is a left Quillen functor. We now check the weak monoidal part, i.e. that the comultiplication is a weak equivalence when evaluated at objects X and Y which are cofibrant mod 1. Take cofibrant resolutions q X :X ∼ → X and q Y :Ỹ ∼ → Y in M . These maps are weak equivalences between cofibrant objects inM . By the push-out product axiom iñ M , q X ⊗ q Y is also a weak equivalence between cofibrant objects inM . By Ken Brown's lemma, F (q X ), F (q Y ) and F (q X ⊗ q Y ) are also weak equivalences between cofibrant objects in N . By the push-out product axiom in N , F (q X ) ⊗ F (q Y ) is a weak equivalence between cofibrant objects in N too. Hence the comultiplication
is a weak equivalence by the 2-out-of-3 axiom applied to the following commutative square,
For the final statement, we have to check that, if X is cofibrant mod 1 in M and Y is fibrant in N , F (X) → Y is a weak equivalence if and only if the adjoint map X → G(Y ) is a weak equivalence. We are assuming that this is true if X is cofibrant in M . Let X be cofibrant mod 1 and let q X :X ∼ → X be a cofibrant resolution in M . The adjoint of
We have seen above that F (q X ) is a weak equivalence, hence the claim is a consequence of the 2-out-of-3 axiom. This corollary follows by composing F : M ⇄ N : G with the monoidal Quillen equivalence N ⇄Ñ defined by the identity functor.
A map f in a monoidal model category M is a pseudo-cofibration if f ⊙ g and g ⊙ f are (trivial) cofibrations whenever g is a (trivial) cofibration, compare [Mur14a, §6] . Cofibrations are examples of pseudo-cofibrations and ∅ → 1 too. If 1 is cofibrant, pseudo-cofibrations are the same thing as cofibrations. An object X in M is pseudo-cofibrant if ∅ → X is a pseudo-cofibration. These objects were first considered by Lewis and Mandell [LM07] under the name of semicofibrant objects. They share many properties with cofibrant objects and have been very useful in [Mur14b, Mur14c] .
Pseudo-cofibrations can be characterized as the maps satisfying the left lifting property with respect to a certain class of maps, compare the proof of [SS00, Lemma 3.5], hence they are closed under retracts, push-outs, and transfinite compositions. We deduce from Lemma 10 that cofibrations inM are pseudo-cofibrations in M . This inclusion may be strict, as we now see in examples.
Proposition 15. If M is any of the categories in Examples 2 and 5, ordinary stable cofibrations are pseudo-cofibrations in the positive stable model structure.
Proof. A positive stable cofibration g : U → V is the same as an ordinary stable cofibration such that g 0 : U 0 → V 0 is an isomorphism, compare [MMSS01, Theorem 14.1]. If f : X → Y is an ordinary stable cofibration and g : U → V is a positive stable (trivial) cofibration, f ⊙ g is an ordinary stable (trivial) cofibration by the push-out product axiom for the ordinary stable model structure [MMSS01, Lemma 6.6 and Proposition 12.6]. Moreover, (f ⊙ g) 0 is the push-out product of f 0 and the isomorphism g 0 in the category of pointed simplicial sets or compactly generated topological spaces with the smash product. Hence (f ⊙ g) 0 is an isomorphism, so f ⊙ g is a positive stable (trivial) cofibration. This follows from the fact that the model structureM does not coincide with the ordinary stable model structure.
It would be interesting to know whether M has, in general, a model structure with pseudo-cofibrations as cofibrations and the same weak equivalences. That would be a different way, maximal in some sense, of endowing M with a model structure with the same weak equivalences and cofibrant tensor unit. It is unclear whether the methods of cofibrantly generated or combinatorial model categories might be useful to answer this question.
We conclude this paper with some applications to stable homotopy theory. The homotopy theory of small categories enriched in symmetric spectra of simplicial sets has been considered in [Tab09, Theorem 1.10]. A recent result of Berger and Moerdijk [BM13, Theorem 1.10] studies the homotopy theory of small categories enriched in a general M under some assumptions, including cofibrancy of the tensor unit. In particular their theorem does not apply to the category M S of S-modules. This hypothesis is not required in [Mur14a] , but combinatoriality is demanded, so model categories of topological nature, like S-modules, do not fit either. Nevertheless, Berger-Moerdijk's theorem does apply toM S , as we will now see. We start by checking that M S is a symmetric monoidal model category (see Example 6 for the very strong unit axiom).
Proposition 17. The category of S-modules M S is cofibrantly generated and satisfies the push-out product axiom and the monoid axiom.
Proof. Two sets of generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofibrations in
, respectively, see [EKMM97, Theorem VII.4.14 and the proof of Lemma VII.5.6]. We use the criteria in [SS00, Lemma 3.5] to check the two axioms. The push-out product of two generating cofibrations f p,m ⊙ f q,n is the S-module map obtained by applying the functor . This map of spaces is the inclusion of a subcomplex in a CW-complex, hence f p,m ⊙ f q,n is a cofibration in M S . The push-out product of a generating cofibration and a generating trivial cofibration f p,m ⊙ g q,n is obtained in the same way from the map,
This map is the inclusion of a subcomplex which is a deformation retract in a CWcomplex, hence f p,m ⊙ g q,n is a trivial cofibration in M S . This proves the push-out product axiom.
The following proof of the monoid axiom is due to Mandell [Man14] . Notice that any map in
X∈Ob MS is the inclusion of a strong deformation retract. This property is preserved under push-outs. Therefore, it is enough to notice that the transfinite composition in Top * of closed inclusions which are also weak equivalences is a weak equivalence [Hov99, Lemma 2.4.8].
We continue by checking the technical hypotheses of Berger-Moerdijk's theorem.
Lemma 18. Both M S andM S are compactly generated in the sense of [BM13,
Proof. It is enough to check that any object (resp. any source of a map in I) is small (resp. finite) relative to ∧ S -cofibrations inM S (where ⊗ = ∧ S ), see [BM13, Definition 1.2 and the paragraph preceding Lemma 1.3]. Our argument is based in the notion of h-cofibration recalled in Example 5, which also makes sense for S-modules. If X is any S-module and f is an h-cofibration, then X ∧ S f is also an h cofibration since the homotopy extension property for X ∧ S f with respect to Y is equivalent to the homotopy extension property for f with respect to the internal morphism object Hom MS (X, Y ). With the choice in the proof of Proposition 17, all maps in I are h-cofibrations, since they are obtained by applying S ∧ L LΣ ∞ q to h-cofibrations in Top * . The map ∅ → 1 is an h-cofibration for obvious reasons. Therefore any ∧ S -cofibration inM S is and h-cofibration, and in particular a spacewise closed inclusion in Top * . All spaces in Top * are small relative to closed inclusions, and compact spaces are even finite. Hence, all objects in M S are small relative to ∧ S -cofibrations and, moreover, the sources of I are finite since they are obtained by applying S ∧ L LΣ ∞ q to compact spaces (spheres).
The two previous results ensure the existence of two model structures on the category Cat C (M S ) of small categories enriched in S-modules with a fixed set of objects C, see [Cav14, Remark 3.2 and Proposition 3.3 (2)]. Weak equivalences and fibrations are defined locally [BM13, Definition 1.6], either in M S or inM S . These two model structures with the same weak equivalences will be denoted by Cat C (M S ) and Cat C (M S ), respectively. We now check the existence of generating sets of intervals in the sense of [BM13, Definition 1.11].
Lemma 19. There exist generating sets of M S -intervals andM S -intervals.
Proof. A single M S -interval G generates since all objects in M S are fibrant. Moreover, the retraction in [BM13, Definition 1.11] can be taken to be a weak equivalence, see [BM13, Lemma 2.1] and its proof. An M S -interval is also anM S -interval sinceM S has more cofibrations than M S . Let us chech that {G} is also a generating set ofM S -intervals.
AnyM S -interval H has a cofibrant resolutionH This result is also valid if we replace M S with any of the categories M in Examples 2 and 5, however it is less interesting since Berger-Moerdijk's theorem applies directly to the ordinary stable model structures. All these model structures on enriched categories are Quillen equivalent. This can be shown by using the strong symmetric monoidal Quillen equivalences Sp Again, this result is valid but maybe not very relevant for the categories of Examples 2 and 5, since the aforementioned Caviglia's results apply to the ordinary stable model structures.
